In this paper, we present an improved 3D distributed model that considers real operation regimes in a tunnel junction. This advanced method is able to accurately simulate the high concentrations at which the current in the solar cell surpasses the peak current of the tunnel junction. Simulations of dual-junction solar cells were carried out with different light profiles and including chromatic aberration to show the capabilities of the model. Such simulations show that, under some circumstances, the solar cell short circuit current may be slightly higher than the tunnel junction peak current without showing the characteristic dip in the J-V curve. This behavior is caused by the lateral current spreading towards the dark regions, which occurs through the anode region of the tunnel junction.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, there have been marked advances both in efficiency of multi-junction solar cells (MJSCs) [1] [2] [3] [4] and high-flux optical designs [5] . One of the key advances that has led to the manufacturing of these high efficiency multi-junction solar cells is the development of a low-loss interconnection system that minimizes the optical and electrical losses in the second or third subcells; namely a tunnel junction (TJ). However, when the current of the solar cell increases beyond the maximum tunnelling current of the tunnel diode (i.e., its peak current), a dip appears in the characteristic J-V curve, which reduces the conversion efficiency. Therefore, solar cell manufacturers have tried to ensure that the solar cell is within the tunnelling region when it operates around its nominal concentration level [6] .
On the other hand, the photovoltaic concentrator design contains two problems: 1) the bundle-coupling problem for maximizing the acceptance-concentration product and 2) the prescribed irradiance problem for uniform irradiance in the active solar area. This is a difficult task and only partial solutions have been found. Many efforts have been carried out for making the irradiance on the solar cell more uniform [5] since solar concentrator optics often produce strongly inhomogeneous flux distributions [7] . Therefore, simulation models of MJSC are fundamental tools for predicting MJSCs behaviour under different flux levels and distributions. 3D simulations of MJSCs with a distributed model based on elemental circuit units are an excellent tool to represent the device under a wide range of concentration conditions [8] . However, to date and to the best of our knowledge, the tunnel junction has been modelled as a resistor [8] or even as a short circuit [9] , which only takes the tunnelling region into account. This simplified model fails in situations that produce currents in the solar cell higher than the peak current of the tunnel junction. This paper presents a more precise model that operates without restrictions throughout the entire J-V curve of the tunnel diode. Therefore, this advanced model is a very useful tool in the design of concentrator optics.
DESCRIPTION OF THE 3D DISTRIBUTED CIRCUIT MODEL
The philosophy of the 3D distributed model presented in this paper has been explained in detail elsewhere [10] . This approach divides the solar cell into elementary units and assigns each unit to a suitable circuit model, depending on its geometry and position in the solar cell area (shadowed, exposed, or perimeter). The complete solar cell can subsequently be modelled by an electrical circuit that is obtained by interconnecting each unit-circuit with its neighbours. The resulting equivalent circuit formed by thousands
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EXCEPT THE ARTICLES ON PP. 11 -15, 225 -228, and 307 -311 of elements is resolved by using the SPICE circuit simulator software package. The circuits that describe the various solar cell regions are depicted in figure 1.
FIGURE 1.
From left to right, the elementary unit cell of a perimeter area, dark area and illuminated area of a dualjunction solar cell are presented. In this advanced model, the tunnel junction is modeled with a component represented by an analytical expression and lateral resistances (r anode and r cathode ). A detailed description of the components can be found elsewhere [10] .
The key new aspects of the improved method are the following: a) the tunnel diode definition, which includes a full description of its J-V characteristics; and b) the addition of lateral resistors surrounding the tunnel junction (r anode and r cathode in figure 1 ). With these improvements we have developed a complete method for the modelling of multi-junction solar cells [12] . The J-V curve of the tunnel junction (see figure  2 ) can be introduced either as a table with values that are expected or measured, or as an analytical expression J TJ = J TJ (V). In this paper, the complete static J-V characteristic of the tunnel diode junction was modelled using the analytical expressions presented in [11] which produce the J-V curve depicted in 2.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR CELLS SIMULATED
For the sake of clarity, a dual-junction GaInP/GaAs solar cell was used for the simulations. The simulated device includes the top and bottom cell features described previously [1] , together with the tunnel junction sketched in figure 2 . Briefly, the device is a high concentrator GaInP/GaAs solar cell with an square active area of 1 mm 2 and a front metal grid featuring an inverted square configuration that comprises eight evenly spaced fingers that are 3 m wide, i.e., a shadowing factor of 2.7 %, surrounded by a busbar that is 100 m wide. The AM1.5D low AOD short circuit current equals 13.5 mA/cm 2 for both subcells. We decided not to use the real tunnel junction described in [1] because its peak tunnelling current is so high that its effects become negligible for concentrations below 20.000 suns. Instead, we decided to use a tunnel junction more similar to that found in state-of-the-art MJSC, such as the one depicted in figure 2 with a J p =40.5 A/cm 2 which is equivalent to an irradiance of 3000 X in the test device simulated. 
SIMULATIONS UNDER UNIFORM IRRADIANCE
A widely used method to determine the peak current of the tunnel diode in a multi-junction stack is to increase the irradiance on the cell and monitor the I-V until a dip in the curve appears [6] . At this point it can be assumed that the short circuit current of the solar cell equals the tunnel diode peak current. According to the latter assumption, in our simulations, a dip in the I-V curve should be apparent at an irradiance level of just over 3000 X. Figure 3 depicts the result of the simulations at two different concentration levels: 3090 X and 3100 X. As expected, a dip in the I-V curve becomes apparent in the case of 3100 X. However, at 3090 X no effects in the I-V curve were detectable. Therefore, this dualjunction solar cell can operate with illumination currents beyond the tunnel diode peak current without exhibiting the dramatic dip-related effects, up to at least 3090 X. False color maps at 0.5 V (before the dip) for the two irradiance levels, 3090 X and 3100 X, have been depicted in figure 4 in order to understand the origin of this result. It has to be noted that experimental evidence in similar phenomena has been reported elsewhere [13] . Figure 4 shows that voltage drop in the tunnel junction at 3090 X is around 0.1 V, therefore it is working in the tunneling region (figure 2) and the current through the junction is virtually equal to its peak current. This phenomenon is possible, despite the fact the photogenerated current is higher than the peak current because there is a lateral current density that diverts the excess current toward the dark areas where it can flow vertically (figure 5). At 3100 X the voltage drop in the tunnel junction is around 1.15 V (plotted in white in figure 4) , then the tunnel junction is working in the thermal diffusion region. At this voltage, the current through the tunnel junction exceeds the peak current in the illuminated area away from the fingers. The dip in the I-V curve is observed when the voltage drop the tunnel junction diminishes and consequently the current through the TJ decreases sharply.
SIMULATIONS UNDER NON-UNIFORM IRRADIANCE
To show the capabilities of this improved model, simulations under non-uniform irradiance have been done. For the sake of clarity, Gaussian light profiles have been used. Figure 6 represents the three Gaussian profiles simulated, with peaks of 3650 X, 3700 X and 10000 X over the average of 1000 X in all the cases. In figure 7 the I-V curve generated by these light profiles is shown. It has to be noted that the short circuit currents are smaller than 0.135 A, since the Gaussian profiles are circular and consequently leave some active area of the square solar cell in the dark. In figure 7 it is observed that dip-related effects are not observed until a peak of up to 3650 X. As expected, Gaussian profiles allow peaks higher than 3090 X since the area surpassing the peak of the tunnel junction is considerably smaller.
SIMULATIONS UNDER CHROMATIC ABERRATION CONDITIONS
A common problem in solar cells concentrators is the chromatic aberration. In this study we compare the case of a Gaussian light profile with peak 3650 X with and without chromatic aberration. The way of simulating chromatic aberration consists of a top cell impinged by a Gaussian with a peak of 4000 X together with a bottom cell impinged by a Gaussian with peak 3650 X. Both subcells with an average of 1000 X. Although at high concentrations, the bottom cell is the limiting subcell (with a peak of 3650 X), figure 8 reveals that this chromatic aberration originates a dip in the I-V curve, since the current spreading is unable to maintain the whole tunnel junction working in the tunnelling region. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has reported a distributed simulation method for multi-junction concentrator solar cells in which the tunnel junction is fully described. To asses the potential of the method simulations under uniform, non uniform and chromatic aberration conditions were preformed. The existence of a non negligible lateral current in the anode of the tunnel junction was shown. This current is responsible for not originating a dip in the I-V curve under certain circumstances where the solar cell short circuit current is higher than the tunnel junction peak current.
